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Thanks for downloading a 3 CR podcast. 3 CR is an independent community radio 

station, based in Melbourne Australia, we need your financial support to keep going. Go 

to www.3cr.org.au for more information and to donate online. Now, stay tuned for your 3 

CR podcast. 

 

Panoply panorama panpipe pansy aha pansexual knowing no boundaries of sex or 

gender; sound interesting? Then join Sally on Sundays at noon for out of the pan. All 

those gender questions making you think too hard? Whether it's transgender bisexual 

polyamorous or beyond we’ll throw those questions into the pan and cook up the 

answers for you. So go on push that gender envelope. Only on 3 CR 855 am digital and 

3 CR dot org dot au 

 

3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3 CR dot org dot a u and 3 CR on demand. Out of the pan 

with Sally, first broadcasting known through one Australian eastern daylight savings 

time. Every Sunday afternoon, thanks for your company 3 CR broadcasts from the 

lands of the Kulin Nations and particular the Wurundjeri people. We pay respect to 

elder's past present and emerging. Hello to any Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

people tuning in to the show from whichever lands you're on and for that matter any 

First Nations people all over the planet Earth. And we acknowledge that all the lands on 

this large island and most if not all surrounding Islands was stolen and never ceded and 

that reconciliation is very much an ongoing process and I am, Sally Goldner, I am your 

host for the show.  

 

I use the pronouns she her and welcome to listeners of all genders, including but not 

limited to ladies and gentlemen, and part of the lands were those in the High Country. 

We opened up today with Lee Kernighan gosh, that was from 1990 to 30 years ago and 

that I think was from his debut album, the Outback Club how times have flown if lots of 

things to discuss on the show today, we're having a look at Parramatta Pride which by 

coincidence I was at yesterday. Tell you how I got up to while I was up in Sydney and 

while we played that opening track also have a look at an article by a prominent former 

broadcaster and still media writer in Melbourne from two weeks ago and also look at 

taking responsibility. And if we get time the issue of police marching In events, like 

Pride, March and Mardi Gras, which I should have given a content node prior for that 



and we probably will need to at least mention transphobia, but hopefully just give it a 

mention rather than going into any great detail in that light, if you do need numbers for 

support at Q Life, which includes switchboard in Victoria and Tasmania is there on 1, 

800 1845 to seven rainbow door on one, eight hundred seven, two nine three six seven 

SMS zero four eight zero one zero one seven, two four six. However, if you want to 

communicate with me on this program you can do that to buy. Lots of means out of the 

pan 855 at gmail.com, you can SMS six one, four, five, six, seven five, one to one. 

 

Live tweet at salgoldsaidso and always remember that's the bottom line and look for 

posts on my page Sally Goldner and also on Facebook and also on Facebook out of the 

pan 3 CR 855 am Melbourne. Remember any opinions that I express on the show are 

expressly are not those of any organization with which I have been and or still are 

associated. Remember you can also write to the station power box. 1277 Collingwood 

3066. So,Why did we open up with High Country? I have just thanks to a very dear 

friend. I've spent five or six days, well, not quite High Country but a place near the Blue 

Mountains and Derek country west of Sydney where I spent five days lying around 

doing nothing. It's probably the first holiday I've had in about least three years because 

of that thing that got in the way for a couple of years, called a pandemic and very 

relaxing, just looking at the wonderful view across the valley. 

 

There were five. I said 5555 with apologies to book a tee five-time world champion 

Booker T and there's a wrestling reference. We're only eight minutes into the show five 

Pussycats. So the crazy cat person was in her element and to quote another old gag. I 

feel like a new person. Somebody get me one seriously. It was very very 

 

Taxing but hadn't really thought about it. But apparently yesterday was Parramatta pride 

and because that was on the way home home, could then be dropped off at the airport 

to catch the big bird home there. I was in Western Sydney and met lots of people who 

I'd previously only met with a square screen around them as we did for two years or B 

and a bit from particularly from the Sydney buying by Plus network. 

 

Hi to Amber and Deanna and Ellie or admit before, but hadn't seen in 18 months and 

lots of great people. And I'm allowed to do self-deprecating, bittersweet humor. If I want 

to thanks to the Riley Ford clinic in Darag country for the recovery, it needed of late. So 

good to be back with you. But I got reflecting on Parramatta Pride because people say 



well “don't we have Mardi Gras our and In Melbourne, Pride, March, and Midsumma, 

carnival those events, certainly have a place, but I think when we have local sort of 

events, rather their big small in between non-binary, we don't mind about we're not 

sighs queens or kings or royalty on this show. It's really, really important. And what was 

that? What it was struck by now as I did as you do, I put some pics up of the event on 

social media and someone I've known for years but didn't know a lot about said that, 

 

He grew up a gay man who grew up eating the western suburbs and it was pretty rough 

at that time. And it made a big difference to him to see that. And I think these are the 

things that we sometimes forget about, you know, if in some situations because, you 

know, yes, in Australia. Overall, let's put that caveat in immediately life is no overall, 

going up although in different degrees and it paces 

 

And all the rest of it for lgbtiq, a plus people across lgbtiq a plus, it's well-known. And I 

won't name the person even though because this is only between friends on Facebook 

person said my own stamp mild stamping ground. I grew up in and around Parramatta 

before fleeing to Newtown and ultimately Melbourne. The idea of a pride, picnic, when I 

was a scared gay, Catholic school boy, would have been unimaginable. We built this. 

And well that's very true. This person went on to become a Coke 

 

Danger of the Victorian Pride Lobby and has done lots of good work cross the broader 

Community as well. And another person said they were born at st. Margarets just off 

Taylor Square took a few years to get back to darlinghurst, but it was never in doubt. 

And I think it is that I'll case the saying that gets well known is in, you know, is we stand 

on the shoulders of giants and at a recent Forum I was out on older LGBT. 

 

So qa+ people, someone said don't stand in, our shoulders are aching a bit and our 

backs might be going. Just walk beside us, but I get what that person. Get the gist of it. 

We do on a people who really had to do it somewhat tough and you know, we weren't 

there without them and I did see someone with a 78 as t-shirt on but didn't get a chance 

to talk to them and the spirit that they brought in I think is really important that they 

 

Um, you know, sort of, but a bit of them might such a big effort and paved the way. 

Although, of course, the organization that things became well, they're well, let's not go 

there. I'm trying to be trying to be positive trying to be genuinely positive. Today. 



Anyway, it was just really good to be their hangout with some quiz and hang out with the 

by plus Community, who, of course, are all overwhelmingly awesome and nice people. 

 

And just a really good time. So, very important as I say that we have these sort of 

regional events and, you know, sort of events in particular suburbs, that local 

government areas acknowledge their lgbtiq, i+ communities and do inclusive policy, and 

put the work in and then do the visibility to show it. It's all very well to turn up and March, 

or turn up at one event. You've got to do the work on a day-to-day basis, but event, if 

you put it all together, these events are very positive. And I think for something 

 

It would be fair to say for the two people who posted under my social media post, very 

healing in a sense as well. So all the same, it wasn't always easy. And then when we go 

back, further paramater, of course was not great. And in other ways, when we looked at 

what we did and I was reminded of this song from red gums album, virgin ground, so 

sort of a Bittersweet approach. Yes, things are getting better but always acknowledge 

the past. Don't just drown. What happened in toxic positivity, 

 

And spin and his red gum from the album virgin ground with Verity Truman on lead 

vocal and Parramatta jail, 3, CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot a you and 3 CR 

on demand out of the pan with  

 

Hi, my name is John 88 and I've collected hundreds of songs about footy and Sport. So 

we've put together a program called, the sporting record. Hang on. It's not all about your 

records. John a.m., and I are also here to cast a critical 3. CR, I over all things sport, 

join, John James and me every Thursday at 4:00 p.m. 

 

For the sporting record right here on 855 3, CR kicking off, on Thursday, August 25th at 

4:00 

 

Hi. We are the lumber gels Hills and we're from Canada. So you're listening to 3 CR 855 

am Community radio and we just want to say support your local radio station. Wait. Hey, 

away we go. Donkey riding donkey riding. Wait, hey and away. We go riding on a 

donkey. My name is Todd. Fernando. I'm the Victorian commissioner for lgbtq+ 

Community is and you're listening to 3 CR. 

 



Indeed Tory's, thank you, Todd 3 CR T's 3. CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org, dot a 

you and 3 CR and demand. However, you're listening to this show with a live or 

thereafter. Thank you for tuning in, I'm Sally Gardner. I'm your host of the show which 

covers pansexual issues knowing no boundaries of sex or gender and we were 

preceded by out of the blue from 11:30 till noon, every Sunday, diving deep for marine 

use, as they always do, covering a range of issues. The effect this week's show covered 

the 

 

It's all of nuclear blasts on marine life, which is probably which, as I said, not something 

that's been discussed a lot and on another sort of environmentally type, what you do a 

type of thing. The other side of us is freedom of species, which looks at all things, 

animals, sort of land land and sea and air. And any other non binary Concepts in 

between Nick, Carolyn and all the crew doing it and Trev, doing a great job as they will 

at 1:00. But right now focus on 

 

Pansexual issues and just have to re jacket in the studio. I had my Richmond, 

sleeveless Pride, Guernsey, and a t-shirt on because I thought, ah, I saw that there's a 

Richmond gws giant a FLW match at 3:10 p.m. and when I went to book it, when I got 

into the studio, I just am in case I needed a ticket it's in Mildura. So I'm obviously 

because I don't have a VW with wings. Which red gum once compared to a light plane? 

I don't think I'll be 

 

Going to that after all I don't I'm not hitting your what sort of millionaire do you think I am 

to help? They have a helicopter on on some side. Know I don't anyway and I've got a 

tickle in your throat anyway. Cleared the throat in time to talk about an article which was 

in the Sunday age two weeks ago and I only read it after I came off air and thought 

about it and I thought it's got to get a response from me will not got to I've chosen to you 

don't got to do anything really apart from 

 

Um, maybe stop at red lights, but John finds article on the 9th of October. I was a 

protester. Now a protest has been directed at and me so. Oh dear, that's not. I just 

really have to say that's not a good start on my first time on the receiving end of a 

protest was confronting on Tuesday evening earlier about a week before that sorts that 

about the third or fourth or something, eight or nine noisy trans activist. Are they had to 

be quiet for you failed to shut down a forum. He was cheering at Uni of 



 

Open and it's also an end. Oh, I'm sorry. John goes on to say until he started working. 

At the ABC in 1919 1989 he tended his share of protests. He threw a few water, bonds 

at the governor-general in the aftermath of the dismissal. None got remotely close. He 

joined race relations and other worthy and Noble causes. 

 

I don't mind a good protest. I consider it a signifier of a healthy democracy. He then say, 

is he found it came as a shock to be accused of trans. Being accused of transphobia, 

creating a risk to other people's health and safety simply for wanting to have a 

discussion. No, that's why there wasn't. That's not why there was a protest. I don't know 

if there's been a right of reply given to those who organized the protest or to trans 

community and speakers were invited to represent different views at The Forum on the 

emerging role of benchmarking to 

 

Diversity programs. And John rightly says, totally fair here. Much more can, and more 

must might be done to enshrine a safe and secure workplace for lgbti qa+ colleagues, 

the history and exclusion, and sometimes violence, they aimed at trans and gender 

diverse people must end. Well, you'll get my agreement there. John, no question there. 

Apparently, nobody was questioning desk for itself and, and 

 

Apparently. Yeah, you know, then here's the critical bit for me. Quote, this article 

another of our panelists, Linda Gail is a long-serving and distinguished member of the 

Australian Greens in a union official. Yes. And she was moved as a position of the coke 

of convener of the Victorian greens after some trans lobbyists. No trans people. Think 

you objected to some aspects of an internal greens discussion paper. She had written a 

few years before this. 

 

Is where I have the biggest problem with this article and I will express my opinion. John, 

first of all, don't tell us what we think. That's means you've fallen for the sort of approach 

of people. Who start speaking for other people are objection to Linda Gail, is that what 

she wrote was trans phobic and under law in this country, it's up to us to Define that. If 

you look at case law, or if anyone looks at it, as I understand it, it's up to the group on 

the receiving, end of alleged vilification to 

 



Define it and I will use this next analogy calmly and logically. I am Jewish. Would I Neo-

Nazi have a right to Define anti-Semitism? No and then John says, it's hard to 

comprehend. How a lifelong feminist left? Use devoted herself to a smorgasbord of 

progressive causes could be described as transphobic. Well, there's lots of things you 

can unpack. Their I often think that the self-described gender criticals are actually quite 

conservative in their views on sex and gender because they want to send us back to an 

idea that 

 

Just two boxes of four billion and that was the objection that someone with the views of 

Linda Gail. Who, in our opinion, we believe is transfer our transphobic and could well be 

transphobic vilification. And if we're taking a plain language definition of vilification, it is 

behavior including speech that is designed to incite ridicule or hatred against a person 

for being part of a group or a group of people. 

 

And some of the views of gender criticals really are ridicule. I've seen standard critical 

say world how to transgender people even believe they are who they are. Well, I think 

we know how can a whole group of people not know their own lives. That is irrationality 

in itself. And so, I really object to this idea that John can Define transphobia. So then 

goes on to say, freedom speech is an essential ingredient in any functioning 

democracy. So I'm exercising my non-media, John 

 

And free speech. He then says well, good free speech, never means open slather. 

They're all sorts of qualifiers including laws on defamation and hate speech. Well, see 

this is where things go wrong, people, speak for other people and it's got to be done, 

you know, done carefully. I'm mysterious how some people in the trans Community 

become so aggressive in sin serious. Well, I can answer that for you. John many people 

in the trans Community. We're sick. It's a bit Rich to say that we have to be 100% nice. 

 

Nice and polite and calm 100% of the time, however you want to Define nice and polite 

and calm. When we have faced in this country alone, so much nonsense for 9 years, 

and particularly, since 2016. And we haven't had significant enough support for 

particularly from people in positions of influence, in powerful institutions. But what gets 

me about John is I Douglas off my shelf this morning, way back in 2003. There was a 

video produced by 

 



To trans people D McLaughlin and Patricia church called and please like this, I will say 

content not on the nannies. Turn probably wouldn't be used anymore, but it is what it 

was in historical context, m2f our journey in gender identity and declaring any possible 

interest when I was doing a presenting a program on trans issues on another 

Community radio station. Yours truly is in it. Not that that's any major interest. I don't 

think and John pet. Jon faine is the narrator. 

 

Do. And so the other thing I wanted to say, John is that old song about the oppressed 

becoming the oppressors and I think that that's, unfortunately, we've become and I was 

half tempted today to play a song for you by Kevin Johnson called over the hills and far 

away. About a protester who becomes mayor and starts building freeways and then 

someone Scrolls things across his driveway, I just ask you to think about that. John 

have you really stopped and listened. 

 

What our concerns are before, you've written your piece and this idea about diversity of 

opinion, when people do hate speech, I'm sorry. No. And again, it is up to the group on 

the receiving end of alleged hate speech, to Define it for the reasons I gave, but like to 

get people's reasonable thoughts, constructive logical thoughts. If you have them, just 

go through the ways to contact the show out of the pan 855 at gmail.com SMS. 614 

 

4 5, 6, 7 5, 1215 tweet at sell gold said so and that's the bottom line. And also 

Facebook, Sally goldner and out of the pan 3 CR at 55 and Melbourne Kayleen has 

popped in with excellent. This example of who defines what phobic is totally agree with 

that. And yeah, in the meantime, well I'm going to go lead us in with something better. 

 

He's a track. It's the original version of a billy Bragg track sexuality and tell you why I'm 

going to play it in line with the next segment of the show after we hear from it. 3 CR 855 

am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot a you and 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally. 

 

3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot EU 3 CR on demand out of the pan with 

Sally first broadcasting known through one every Sunday afternoon, discussing 

pansexual issues knowing no boundaries of sex, gender and well maybe not so much 

genre. We've got music of all the non binary kinds country, western and rock. That was 

some rock with black down to Bondi from mental as anything zat's pres Obama, go their 

second album in 1978. 



 

Memory Sadie 1992, a regimen best attract and went past black town for the first time in 

my life. So I thought I'd climb yesterday. So I thought I'd play it apropos of nothing prior 

to that. We heard Billy Bragg and the 90s version with 90s lyrics of his songs, sexuality, 

which is a nice lead into a beautiful article that really got a big rainbow tick. Ellingham 

Rainbow Elephant stamp from me during the week in the new Statesman. What? 

 

Jk Rowling and John Cleese, get wrong about cancel culture, which is a very hard term 

to Define in the first place. And one wonders, whether it's just another of these vague. 

Meaning emotive terms. That people pull up to try and stop actual debate happening. 

Along with social engineering is one politically correct or incorrect sort of virtue 

signaling. All those sorts of emotive terms that are often said in sarcastic tones. 

 

And yes, you can go to Wikipedia definition and say that it's used a form of ostracism in 

which someone is thrust out of social or professional circles, whether online social 

media in person and those subject to this ostracism of said, to been canceled. Well 

thing that I always say, is who cancels whom, well, if someone makes a remark, that is 

hate speech. Well, aren't they canceling themselves? But of course, it's always the right. 

Say, on the left, the canceling, papal or overwhelming, 

 

Ali so-and-so, this article by Billy Bragg was just really tapped into where the answer 

lies on this faux debate. And how we can really just sort of call this faux debate out in 

itself. And, you know, sort of the article begins. These are Billy Bragg's words, quote last 

week in an interview with Mary laughs roster up at Cheltenham, literature Festival, 

Graham Norton, UK, TV host. Venture that cancel count culture is another word for 

accountability. Well, I'm not quite sure about that. 

 

But accountability is what it is and and Norton then went on to say that terms of Transit 

would be eliminating to talk to trans children and their parents rather than amplifying the 

opinions of a celebrity or author, even a very good one. Now, that's a reasonable 

opinion, obviously, trans people know our own lives and when it comes to trans mine 

whores, I would hope that supported parents would know and I really like this. 

 

Just so much good stuff in this. I'll make sure I pop the link into it. I won't link John's 

article. Sorry, John. I have long believed that what the right wing media called cancel 



culture is nothing more than the tendency of reaction was to cry wolf when conducting a 

rearguard action against the progress made by minorities over the past half-century. 

Yes. So Brad and not were then he accused of supporting threats to people who 

disagreed, 

 

With the trends sort of approach. Now, I don't support death threats course. I don't. And 

this is where we'll just get a Content note, going for a minute on transphobia, but I would 

hope that JK Rowling and others of similar viewpoints and I'm using JK as the straw 

case because of this article. I hope I look forward in just under a month time when we 

get to trans day of remembrance that they condemn the murders of trans people for 

being trans and last year 

 

Cool. Calm thing to talk about there with 379 own reported murders. Now that, of 

course, puts caveat saint for a start, we can't get reporting from all 220, plus countries in 

the world because we don't have the resources, the connections. We don't know if 

they're being reported, yada yada yada. And yeah, I never hear the gender criticals or 

fundamentalist religion or others. Give an unconditional condemnation of these sorts of 

murders, murders. 

 

People because they are from a group of people and don't just happen because out of 

nowhere, they happen. Because people have negative views of a certain group in the 

first place and therefore it has to be said that. I wonder what would happen if we didn't 

have the extreme negative views? We have from The Usual Suspects, who would let's 

say disagree with my Approach on trans and the approach of a large majority, if not all 

trans people, The Usual Suspects coming under for large grouping, 

 

Moments, repeat elements of religion. Fear-mongering elements of politics elements, 

repeat elements of media, who want to use trans issues for Ratings points and click bait 

and what's left of newspaper sales. And so called gender criticals, let's hear them this 

upcoming trans day of remembrance, unconditionally condemned transphobic murders. 

No ifs. No ands. No buts. I'm not going to be waiting too long though. So Norton, 

Graham Norton after throwing. 

 

Support behind trans, people, deleted his Twitter account. So, you know, he's been 

canceled, ha ha. And so I think that this is, you know, where these debates go wrong 



and Brad goes on to say, freedom of expression, gives us the right to offend provided 

our statements, a generalized rather than directed at individual while not quite sure. 

What maybe I did agree with that, but those who offend should expect to be held 

accountable for their behavior 

 

Behavior. I'm going to say that again quote but those who offend should be expect to be 

held accountable for their behavior, underlying 48 98, font italics, bold green highlighter 

pen or something and celebrity confers no protection. If anything if you're a celebrity 

need to take greater responsibility for a position of prominence and influence, whether 

it's in politics, media, religion or wherever else, or in the if we're talking smaller ponds in 

the lgbtqia+ communities, 

 

No take responsibility. But and then goes on, Brad goes on to say freedom of 

expression does not mean freedom from consequence. I'll holla, just Hallelujah to this in 

a secular sense, of course, rolling construed that the final caveat misconstrued that the 

final that final caveat. When expressed by both Norton me, I can't speak for Norton. He 

would recognize it threats directed as individuals. A defense indefensible, I would agree 

with that. 

 

And I agreed no one should be threatening JK Rowling in my proof of that was when I'm 

JK Rowling. What did get some death threats? If you use a guy seemed on transmitter 

and just said no stop it on social media, well, strand, social media, whatever. And the 

problem is, and this is where I brag has it just right on the bullseye. Again, the failure of 

democratic societies to hold individuals to account for their actions had layers to a drift 

towards authoritarianism over the last few years. Well, this is right. When we don't hold 

corrupt Ministers of parliament to 

 

Up for their actions. As we did, as not didn't happen in this country for nine years. If 

Donald Trump somehow, squeaks out of responsibility for any alleged wrongdoing, in 

relation to January 6, 2021, I'd better be able to careful. They're not threatened any 

inquiries or anything, but anyway, Free Speech absolved. The idea that Free Speech 

absolves, the speaker from any consequences as made social media, a cauldron of 

rage and slander. Absolutely. And 

 



Look I'm, you know, sort of the first to say that you've got to stop and think on social 

media, you know that count to ten thing and think and think and think before you post, 

I'm the first to say that I've, you know, I've been reactive at times but you know, we 

more make mistakes. It's whether we learn from them and, you know, sort of it must. 

And if we balance this sort of idea of 

 

And freedom of expression and accountability. Then we will get better outcomes or 

round, but unfortunately some people won't and some sort of ideas will not do that, and 

it's time that, you know, I sort of we did it, kalin's popped in to say here here, definitely 

want to hear others like that author. Condemning trans murders. Yeah, well, let's see if 

that happens. So, yeah, we will, as I say, I'm not 

 

Holding my breath but you can only put the idea out to the universe. I mean, it would be 

a kind thing to do to condemn transphobic murders and hate crimes of any sort so on 

your Billy Bragg and the thing that I should add about sexuality. If I didn't already the 

track Belly Bag, Billy Bragg track was that Bragg sort of, you know, you rewrote the 

lyrics to sexuality, which was 

 

Julie 1991. When the world was more focused on binary, to be more inclusive of trans 

rights to his song if he wants to do an updated version. So he can something that has 

someone who likes performing in sometimes sings, by was doing covers. I'd sometimes 

change the words to be queer inclusive, as well of cover songs. Anyway, sometimes I 

think that people who just want to say what they want to not face consequences, what's 

a form of greed. You can't have your, you know, your speech cake and eat it too. 

 

And this track from a album that I Revisited during the week because I got a CD copy to 

play, whereas only had a cassette. If you're under 30, please, Google that will do some 

intergenerational learning later in the show. This is a track by one of my favorite 

songwriters. Tom T Hall from his night. Late 70s, album old T's in town, it's called greed, 

kills more people than whiskey 3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot a. You 3 CR 

on 

 

Out of the pen with Sally.  

 



Get your copy of 3C H magnificent book. It's a stunning history of the people programs 

and issues at the station since 1976 on sale. Now for the amazing price of just $20 pick 

one up at the station or jump online and place your order radical radio celebrating 40 

Years of 3 CR on sale. Now for $20 

 

When disaster hits a group of islands, scattered around the ocean like Palmer. It is 

evident how the responses and actions can be difficult for these multitude of beings, 

have no idea what to do plus, no equipment or tools to work with. And the impact will 

show on everything physically, mentally financially and people. 

 

Due to being uninformed and unequipped. So maybe this is, this is a question for the 

tongue in government. How can you manage situation like this better in future? 

Subscribe to 3 CR, informed articulate and alternative go to 3 CR dot. Org.uk forward 

slash subscribe or call the Station on 0 3, 9 4 1983, double seven 

 

3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot a. You 3 CR on demand out of the pan with 

Sally first broadcasting through one every Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company. 

We just heard from Tom T Hall from his 1979 album that was re-released on CD. In 

1998. It was originally only when there was those big vinyl CDs and called old. 

 

He's in town and greed, kills more people than whiskey, and a very poignant song, as 

the Storyteller as the late. Great. Tom T, Halsey is now was nicknamed and two 

messages. About 3 CR, please support our station become a member, you can donate 

and it's tax deductible. Thanks, Jim and listen to all the shows. There's three shows 

coming up after this one. The next 

 

Well, this shows coming up for a whole week until I'm back but the next three are 

Freedom species, discussing animal advocacy, vegan and vegetarian issues at one, 

through two rotations at to and querying the air at 3:00. So lots of great material to come 

up throughout the afternoon, until you get to the Salam radio show at 4:00 for two hours. 

So lots of stuff to lock your dial on 3, CR. 

 

All Radio, Entertainment and information. Now, content note for a difficult issue, but it is 

something done things. What are coming up in a while but apart from what you'll do 

some the recurring Events. First, the trans anxiety group was yesterday and comes up 



again on the fourth Saturday of each month. One of those sneaky 5 Saturday, in the 

month months, and right very soon for 

 

For Trans men and non-binary people. The shed will be meeting soon, the by 

Discussion Group, hello to all the buyer plus binary busting people. That's on. 7:30, this 

Tuesday night, I'm online and don't forget to get your dose of queer television on Friday 

evenings at on Channel 31, /, 44, with Lance TV and other great programs. And next 

Sunday, the poly social should be a happening. 

 

An abundance of that. But coming back to police issues. I didn't quite work out. 

Unfortunately, I wanted to get someone on from no police at Pride to talk about a 

community Forum which I believe now is sold out and here's and hyenas this Thursday. 

And this is about no police at pride. And I'm, well, aware that this is a potentially emotive 

issue and I'm well aware. There's a range of viewpoints, but I'm not sure if there's going 

to be online access to this sir. 

 

Event or whether they'll be any sort of outcomes recorded. But in December 20 21 

Victoria Police held a community and policing panel to discuss. Police accountability, 

transparency, and low levels of Community, Trust the, this is what I'm no police at 

Pride.com, Community Forum says. So I'm quoting. The event was closed to Media 

attended by armed police and hosted by a pro police media Organization for those, in 

other reasons, the event was attended Madam. You are representatives of 

 

This organizations with very little Community representation, we believe the community 

deserves a space to honestly discuss these issues. So this coming Thursday evening, 

there's a free rainbow forum and I have heard from three. Totally separate sources that 

the event back in December. Last year was pretty gay, streamed, difficult questions shut 

down and those who are more marginalized, not really represented. So I think there's 

some reasonable opinion. 

 

Yin there and the event the come up coming on Thursday. I'm just to progress the 

conversation about the difficult relationship between Victoria Police and rainbow 

communities, and explore issues ready. Their participation at Pride, their fundraising to 

cover costs and pay for speakers. So, pitch in, if you are able, you can donate via 

Humanity, 6, or via direct bank transfer, you can click hyper links on this page. No police 



at Pride.com, slip forward, slash Community forum and they'll be a presentation and 

panel. 

 

And some of the panelists I will do on our horror from Vixen Victoria's. TSX worker 

organization will be there and so that they will be awesome. As always poor kid who's a 

queer hiv-positive activist lawyer and writer whose we'll line our communities Tarney. 

No nurse Williams are proud gun. Gemara bindle order Yoda and Torres, Strait Islander 

person former and Arab islands and an organizer for warriors of 

 

Resistance. And also a filmmaker amongst other things and also works as Community 

Legal educator at Victorian, Aboriginal legal service, a very important perspective. And 

with Cory who's a trans abolitionist, social worker and they are part of Beyond bricks 

and bars, the trans and gender diverse D car, serration project. So some great range of 

perspectives there that are really, really important. So hopefully we can find out what's 

going on in that. I don't 

 

Break any privacy of the event. It should also be said, there will be no pulley. Victoria 

police were not invited, so people can feel safe to attend. Now, as I say, there are a 

range of views on this. Some people say, well, do we try to call in police and other 

people say they're not coming along fast enough. They're all reasonable opinions, but if 

we are able to get anything that comes out of that, it's a very critical issue. And I can 

only on this one. Speak from two perspectives as a travel three perspectives, as a trans 

person. 

 

Ian, I'm well aware of the issues for Trans people and police. By Alliance had a squad of 

police marching against us. After we signed a no police at Pride petition. We have 

photographic evidence to prove that. So we felt very intimidated by that, I can't speak 

obviously for sex workers, I'm not a past or present sex worker, although I'm aware of 

the issues. Thanks to people like Dylan and Jane green and others from fix and 

Collective and other sex work organizations. And now 

 

We're of issues for people of color. And of course, where there's intersections that will 

sort of double or quadruple, etc. Those sorts of things, so hopefully, we'll hear more 

about it in the future. Be interesting to see what comes out of it. And put, it might also be 

that there could be some talk about it on in your face, from 4:56 Fridays or queering the 



are three to four Sundays. I better get out of here. Make Way for freedom of species 

and take it out today with a bit of a midnight oil track. A bit of an environmentally type of 

 

Tarkine from Midnight oils. Fantastic release resist from about 12 months ago. Thanks 

for tuning in to out of the pan. I'm Sally goldner. Catch you next week. 

 

 


